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AudioScience has leveraged its expertise in Windows
audio drivers and network audio to develop the Hono
AVB Virtual Soundcard (VSC).
The VSC features standard WDM and ASIO interfaces
and 64x64 AVB audio channels as well as an additional
media clock input and output stream for syncing. A
built-in mixing engine provides 32x32 of low-latency
stereo stream mixing





The VSC utilizes the RTX Real-time operating system
from Interval Zero to deliver the same performance as a
high-end digital audio hardware.

FEATURES
Up to 64 input and output audio channels
Up to 16 input and output AVB streams
Stream formats of 1,2,4,8,16 and 32 channels.
32x32 low-latency stereo mixing engine
Dedicated media clock streams
Signed Windows 10 64-bit drivers
DirectSound and ASIO support
Runs on the Intel I210-T1 Gigabit AVB Ethernet
NIC
Supports CRF
Supports AVnu ProAV 1.1 and Milan standards

Tethered mode allows you to directly connected
other AVB hardware without the need for a switch

Windows 10 64-bit (Pro or Enterprise) is supported.
Supporting the IEEE 1722.1 Discovery and Control
protocol, the VSC can be configured using
AudioScience Hono AVB Controller or 3rd party AVB
Controllers.

Figure 1
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REVISIONS
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Description
New doc from scratch to correct formatting issues
Added link to online release notes
Added Proxy Server install section
Updated console window and logging info
Updated install info and added VSC troubleshoot section
Changed AVB Connections section
Notes re: Windows default device and reboot after 96k change
Added clarification re: network connections
Updated to RTX64-SP2 and added network configuration section
Updated to include Hono AVB Controller info
Added NUMA processor info to troubleshooting section
Updated to RTX64 3.0
Added note re:Windows default devices
Added section about microsecond timing
Updated stream format information
Updated part numbers and added VSC Plugin section
Updated RTX requirements to version 3.2
Added notes about not changing system name after activation
Updates to features and firmware
Updated Window 10 requirements
Updated RTX64 requirements
Add mixing functionality, change num streams to 16x16
Updated install instructions and added tethered mode details
Updated Part number section
Added NIC column to Models table
Added section on System changes needed for install
Added section for AVB profile mode setting
Removed “Basic” version
Added “Windows Virtual Memory” section to troubleshooting
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MODELS
Model

AVB
Channels

AVB
Streams

Mixing

ASIO
Channels

WDM
Channels

Network
Latency
(min, ms)

ASIO
Buffer Size
(min,
samples)

ASIO
Internal
Latency
(min, ms)

Mixer buffer
size (samples)

I210 NIC
included?

Hono AVB
64.64V

64x64

16x16

Yes

64x64

64x64

0.5

32

0.6

32

Yes

Hono AVB
32.32V

32x32

8x8

Yes

32x32

32x32

0.5

32

0.6

32

Yes

Hono AVB
16.16V

16x16

8x8

Yes

16x16

16x16

0.5

32

0.6

32

Yes

Hono AVB
64.64VP
(RTX64
Plugin)

64x64

16x16

Yes

64x64

64x64

0.5

32

0.6

32

Yes
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

The AudioScience Hono AVB VSC driver has the following system requirements
Computer
 Intel I210 Ethernet Adapter (NIC) – p/n I210T1
nd
 2 NIC connected to the AVB network switch for configuration *
 8 GB RAM, or more
 64bit Windows 10 Pro or Enterprise (Home not supported)
 Intel CPU with 2 or more physical cores
 Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5.1 Client
 Version 4.21.01-02 and later require AudioScience Hono AVB Controller version 1.1.45 or later
Network (when running in non-tethered mode)
 Network switch with AVnu certified AVB support. Compatibles switches are:
o Extreme X430, X440 and X460 switches with AVB license and firmware v15.7.1.4 or greater
o Cisco Catalyst 3650, Catalyst 3850
* In order to access the controls for routing and stream configuration in the VSC, you will need both the i210 NIC
and a secondary NIC connected to the same AVB capable switch. Once these configurations are set you can
disconnect the secondary NIC if you wish (but it will need to be connected anytime you wish to access these
controls to make changes).

7

RELEASE NOTES

For release notes and version information, check our website here:
http://www.audioscience.com/internet/products/avb/changes.txt

www.audioscience.com
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8.1

ABOUT THE HONO AVB VSC
About IEEE AVB

Audio Video Bridging (AVB) is a set of next generation standards that have been developed by the IEEE. Their
aim is to foster worry free Audio/Video (A/V) transport over standard Ethernet networks. AVB currently comprises
seven standards.
These are:
IEEE 802.1AS: Timing and Synchronization for Time-Sensitive Applications (gPTP)
AVB relies on an accurate network wide timebase to guarantee media streams from distributed devices can be
accurately synchronized. The 802.1AS standard is an extension of the established IEEE0355v1 protocol and was
developed to provide the required high performance timing. IEEE 513.2Qav: Stream Reservation Protocol
Methods for reserving bridge bandwidth are also completely specified and standardized using the IEEE 5/1.0Qav
standard.
IEEE 513.2Qav: Forwarding and Queuing for Time-SensitiveStreams (FQTSS)
5/1.0Qav works by building guaranteed quality of service for AVB streams into the switches (which are now called
bridges) and AVB devices so that regular network data, such as file transfers, can no longer cause glitches and
dropouts for media flowing over the LAN.
IEEE 1722: Layer 2 Transport Protocol for Time Sensitive Applications in a Bridged Local Area Network
Standardized media formats within network packets are defined using the IEEE 1722 standard to guarantee
interoperability between manufacturers.
IEEE 1722.1: Device Discovery, Enumeration, Connection Management and Control Protocol for 1722Based Devices
AVB media streams cannot be said to inter-operate without a standardized method to discover devices and
control the flow of media streams between them. This functionality is defined by the IEEE 1722.1 standard, which
additionally can allow configuration and control of a device’s functionality.
IEEE 513.2BA: Audio Video Bridging Systems
5/1.0BA specifies the default configuration for AVB devices in a network, which allows the detection of what parts
of a network are AVB capable and what are not.

8.2

About the AVnu Alliance

Having a set of standards is one thing. Making sure everybody implements them correctly is another. That’s
where the AVnu Alliance comes in. The AVnu Alliance is an industry consortium dedicated to the advancement of
professional quality A/V by promoting the adoption of the IEEE 5/1.0 Audio Video Bridging (AVB), and the related
IEEE 1722 and IEEE 1722.1, standards.
The organization has created compliance test procedures and processes that ensure AVB interoperability of
networked A/V devices. AudioScience is a member of AVnu and will be certifying all its AVB products through
them to ensure the highest degree of conformance to the IEEE AVB standards.
For more information on the AVnu Alliance, please see www.avnu.org

www.audioscience.com
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9.1

NETWORK CONFIGURATION EXAMPLES
With AVB capable switch
Site Ethernet
switch

AVB switch

Hono AVB Mini or
Hono AVB Custom

1
2
I210
NIC 2
VSC Computer

Other AVB gear
Option 1: Converged Network Configuration
Connections:
1. I210 to AVB switch. This connection handles the transmission of the audio streams. It’s best to think of
this as a “smart” audio cable. No programming data is sent through this cable but it needs to be
connected in order for the AVB streams to be sent and received.
2. NIC 2 to AVB switch (required for configuring, optional for operation). This is also plugged into the AVB
switch and needs to be connected in order to allow for AVB stream and connection configuration to be
completed. It can be disconnected once the configuration is finished but will have to be connected
anytime changes need to be made. Optionally, this connection can come from a second system used for
configuring the AVB network; it does not need to be on the same computer as the VSC.
3. NIC 3 to standard network switch (as in option 2 below). This connection is not needed for AVB
operations but is useful to have as it connects the VSC computer to the rest of your office network and
the rest of the internet.
Site Ethernet
switch
AVB switch

Hono AVB Mini or
Hono AVB Custom

1
2
I210
NIC
VSC Computer

Other AVB gear
Option 2: Separate AVB and site network.

9.2

Direct connect operation

Starting with version 4.23.12.00 the Hono AVB VSC can be used directly connected to one other AVB device
without the need for an AVB capable switch. This can be helpful in smaller installations that only require a total of
2 endpoints. In this case, the Hono AVB VSC acts as an audio interface in your PC while another device serves
as hardware inputs and outputs. See the section title Using the VSC directly connected to another device later in
this document for more details on using the VSC without a AVB switch.

www.audioscience.com
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10 VSC INSTALLATION
VSC installation requires the installation of 2 separate components
1. Installing the Intel I210-T1 NIC Card
2. Installing the AudioScience Hono VSC driver

10.1 Prerequisites
What you need before installation:
 Intel I210-T1 NIC card, Intel p/n E0X95AA
 VSC License Key obtained from AudioScience (can only be used once!)
 .NET 4.5.1 Client Installed
 Any previous AudioScience driver un-installed
 Internet access (direct or through a proxy server)
 A static system computer name, it cannot be changed after the VSC is activated

10.2 System changes required for proper installation





Turn off “Secure Boot” in system BIOS. This can interfere with driver load after boot up
Disable Windows 10 “Fast Boot” option in Windows. This can be found under “Power options ->
Additional power settings -> Choose what the power buttons do”. Click the “Change settings that are
currently unavailable” link to allow changes, then deselect “Turn on fast startup”
Make sure your system name is correct, it cannot be changed after VSC activation
Due to the way RTX-64 interacts with Windows 10, we recommend that Windows automatic updates be
disabled and that you manage the updates manually. Before running any Windows updates we advise
customers to check with AudioScience or Interval Zero to confirm the updates have been tested to work
with RTX64. For major releases, you can check the Interval Zero compatibility matrix here:
https://intervalzero.com/assets/RTX643.6/RTX64OSCompatibilityMatrix.pdf

10.3 Installing the Intel I210-T1 NIC Card





Power off your computer.
Install the Intel I210-T1 NIC card in any available PCI Express slot and turn your computer on.
Windows should find the card and automatically install a driver.
If it does not then open Device Manager, locate the I210-T1, which will be shown as an “Ethernet
Adapter”, right click on it and choose Update driver. Ask Windows to search online for the driver.

10.4 Installing the AudioScience Hono AVB VSC
Before you start, make sure you have either your 90 day evaluation key or a full key purchased from
AudioScience.
1. Download the installer from our website. The latest version can be found at:
http://www.audioscience.com/internet/products/avb/hono_avb_vsc.htm
2. Double-click the install file to run it and follow the directions presented
3. If you do not already have WinPcap installed, you will see a “Welcome to the WinPcap Setup Wizard” pop
up. Click Next -> I agree -> Install -> Finish (leave all defaults). If you already have WinPcap installed on
your system you will see a “already installed” pop up and you can click cancel to skip re-installing it.
4. Next step installs the VSC and WDM driver, click “Install VSC” to continue. The system will reboot when
this section is finished.
5. Upon reboot you will be presented with a pop up warning RTX64 warning about not booting in the RTX
boot configuration. This is normal at this stage.
6. You will also see a “AudioScience Virtual Sound Card Activation” pop up. This is where you will enter
your license key (we recommend cutting and pasting). Once the key is entered and the format is shown to
be valid, click finish to contact our activation server and validate your key. You should see an “Activation
succeeded” prompt if all goes well. Click close and restart your system. (If your network connection
requires the use of a proxy server for internet access, click “Configure proxy server settings” and enter
your proxy information before clicking Finish or contact technical support for more information.)
7. When your system reboots, you should be presented with a new boot option titled “Windows 10 - RTX64”.
This should be the default option and you MUST boot into this configuration to use the VSC.
8. Once booted into the RTX64 boot option you should see these 3 things on your desktop.

www.audioscience.com
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If you see this window with “RTX64 SDK…” as the last line then your install is complete and the VSC is running!
NOTE The VSC license, once installed on a computer cannot be used on another computer. Contact
AudioScience if you wish to move your VSC to another computer. You also cannot change the computer
name once the key has been used or it will fail subsequent activation attempts.
NOTE If your network uses a proxy server to provide internet access you will need to enter that
information at this point to complete the installation, see “Installing Behind a Proxy Server” section for
details on how to do this.

10.4.1 Additional logging
The console window shown above is a simplified display of the information, the bulk of the console output is
saved to a separate file which can be found here: C:\Program Files\AudioScience\VSC\RTX64\asi_vsc_log.txt, if
you are having issues with the VSC, this is where errors will most likely be shown.
NOTE Once the VSC is installed, the I210 NIC will no longer be available to Windows and will be shown as
disabled. Another network adapter, the “Windows Virtual RTX64 Ethernet adapter”, will also be shown as
disabled.

Figure 2
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10.4.2 Installing behind a proxy server
The AudioScience Hono VSC installer requires that you have access to the internet in order to verify license
information. In the event your system requires the use of a proxy server, follow these steps to configure the
installer for internet access.
When you get to the screen where you are required to enter your license key, you will see a check box labeled
“Configure Proxy Server” below the “<LICENSE KEY> box as seen in the picture below.

If you need to enter proxy settings, check this box, enter your license key and then click “Next”. You will be shown
this screen.

Simply enter the proxy settings as required by your network (ask your network admin for details) and click
“Install”. If your settings are correct the installer will proceed according to the instructions detailed above.

10.4.3 Installation troubleshooting
In the event of problems or a failed installation, additional details will be saved to a log file. These files will be
needed by AudioScience tech support to help determine the problem. There are 2 files; both are located in the
root of the C:\ drive. They are asi_vsc_install.log and asi_vsc_install_helper.log. Be sure to check the section
above entitled “System changes required for proper installation” to ensure your system is set for proper operation.

www.audioscience.com
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11 ASICONTROL
This application is used to configure the VSC and is installed when installing the WDM Combo driver. It is
accessed by a shortcut placed on your desktop:

It can also be launched from the Start menu. Start->All Programs->AudioScience->ASIControl
ASIControl will show the following interface when run. The topology shown is that of the default LowLatency
mode. 32-Play mode is also available.

AVB_Audio_In 1-64

AVB_Stream_In 1-8

AVB_Audio_Out 1-64

AVB_Stream_Out 1-8

Figure 3 Hono AVB VSC in ASIControl Low Latency mode

12 CONFIGURING THE VSC WITH ASICONTROL
12.1 Modes
The VSC supports two modes of operation:
 LowLatency mode
 32-Play mode
These are selected using the Adapter Mode control on the Adapter node. Changes to this will require a reboot.

www.audioscience.com
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Figure 4

12.1.1 LowLatency Mode
This is the default VSC mode. It provides one 64 channel Windows audio/ASIO play/record device that is
mapped directly to 64 AVB Talker/Listener channels. The Windows device is subdivided into multiple WDM
devices, with user configurable channels per device.

12.1.2 32-Play Mode
This mode emulates the mixer modes found on AudioScience sound cards and provides 32 stereo windows
devices that are cross mixed to the 64 AVB Talker/Listener channels, grouped into stereo pairs.
NOTE When operating in 32-Play Mode, it’s important to pay attention to what Windows has chosen as it’s
“Default Playback” device. Due to a quirk in the way Windows assigns devices, it does not usually select
“Device 1” which is what most users would expect. If you are not seeing playback on your expected
channel, check your Windows Sound applet “Playback” tab to confirm it is using the correct device.

www.audioscience.com
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13 AVB NETWORK SETUP
This section outlines the steps in setting up an AVB network using AudioScience AVB devices. Integrators who
are familiar with AVB can skip this section. The following sections discuss gPTP setup and mediaclock
configuration.

gPTP
gPTP is an implementation of IEEE802.1AS that supports propagating a common timebase across an Ethernet
LAN. One of the gPTP clocks on the network becomes the master clock after negotiating with all the other gPTP
peers.
In a typical plug-and-play environment, the AVnu certified switch will become the gPTP master and all other
devices will slave off it. Unless an integrator wishes to explicitly assign a particular device to be the gPTP master
(using priority1 gPTP settings), default settings will work fine.

MediaClock
In addition to the timebase, the MediaClock must be configured. The MediaClock controls the sample rate of the
AVB device and should be thought of as the "Word Clock" from studio audio configurations. The integrator should
decide up front which device is going to deliver MediaClock to all the AVB devices on the network. Typical
configurations will use the separate MediaClock stream for connecting the MediaClock between devices.
Optionally, if an AVB endstation is used only as a listener, one of the listener (Input Streams) can be configured to
act as the MediaClock.
Under normal operation, the MediaClock would be connected before the audio streams are started so that the
sample clock on the AVB device is running at the correct rate before audio is passed.

14 AVB CONTROLS
14.1 gPTP Configuration settings

AVB Profile mode

gPTP controls

neighborPropDelayThres:
The Hono AVB’s port’s AScapable flag is set to false when the measured pDelay to its neighbor exceeds a
specified threshold. The can be set to either 800ns (default) or 4 s. For hardware units, after changing the value
the “Status” LED on the front of the unit will flash while changes are saved. Do not reset the device while the
“Status” LED is flashing or your changes will not be stored.

DefaultDS.priority1:
www.audioscience.com
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You can also set the DefaultDS.priority1 in this section (value range 0-255) For hardware units, changes to this
value will also cause the “Status” LED to flash while changes are saved. Do not reset the device while the
“Status” LED is flashing or your changes will not be stored. If you want the device to never be the grandmaster,
set the priority field to 255. A reboot/restart will be required for this update to take effect.

14.2 AVB: Profile
Starting with firmware version 2.0.0, you can change the AVB Profile the unit will use to communicate with other
AVB equipment. There are 2 options, the legacy Avnu ProAV 1.1 and the new Milan standard designed for
greater interoperability between devices from different manufacturers. See the Milan website for more information:
https://avnu.org/Milan/

14.2.1 Avnu ProAV 1.1





Avnu certification level 1.1.
Uses formats of type IEC61883-6_AM824
Proprietary auto connect method

14.2.2 Milan






AudioScience is not Milan certified at this time
Uses formats of type AAF and CRF
Implements many unsolicited responses
Uses Milan listener connection state machine and Milan auto connect method

14.3 Auto Connect
Starting with firmware version 2.0.0, the unit will attempt to reconnect the streams that were active when power
was lost. Prior versions offered a drop down option to enable/disable this feature.

14.4 AVB_In
Clicking on any available “AVB_Stream_In” will provide the following information as seen below.

*TS is an abbreviation for timestamp.
Buffer Delay
Packet Count
The number of 1722 packets received for this stream.
Talker Sample Rate
www.audioscience.com
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TS Uncertain Transition
The timestamp uncertain transition counter is incremented whenever timestamp uncertain field in the 1722 header
transitions from false to true. Typically this indicates that the talker loses its PTP timebase for some reason.
TS Valid Count
This counts the number of 1722 packets received with the timestamp valid bit set. Under normal operation every 3
in 4 1722 packets will have the timestamp valid bit set.
TS Invalid Count
This counts the number of 1722 packets received with the timestamp valid bit not set. Under normal operation
every 1 in 4 1722 packets will not have the timestamp valid bit set.
Seq Error Count
Every AVTP 1722 audio packet has a sequence number that increments every packet. The sequence error
records any instances where examination of the sequence number indicates that it did not increment by one.
Sample Error Count
The sample error count increment for every 1722 IEC 61883 sample decoded that does not have 0x40 in the
most significant byte.
Realign Count
When unpacking 1722 audio, the expectation is that the audio from every packet butts up exactly against the
audio of the previous sample. This means that there are no overlaps or holes in the audio sample sequence.
The realign count records the number of times that there was an overlap or gap during the packet unpack
process. In normal operation this counter should remain zero.
Max/Mean/StdDev TS to LR Edge Rounding
These fields measure the delta between the embedded 802.1AS presentation timestamp and the L/R edge of the
Hono Mini’s media clock. When the Hono is listening to an AVTP 1722 audio stream, every packet with a valid
timestamp is positioned in an output buffer according to its presentation time. The Hono “knows” the timestamps
of its own media clock in relation to its audio output buffer. The rounding field is a measure of how much rounding
occurs when determining which output “bin” to unpack the AVTP audio in to.
Under normal operation the StdDev should be less than 10ns. The expected mean depends on the
implementation of the talker. Some talkers deliberately make their PTP timestamp in the middle of the sample
time so that jitter is less likely to cause alignment to transition over a mediaclock edge. The most important thing
is to look for the mean offset to remain stable. If is it incrementing or decrementing it indicates that the talker and
listener mediaclocks are not locked.

14.5 125 microsecond timing
The right panel of the main ASIControl screen will show the following stats:

www.audioscience.com
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A few in the 75-100 or lower
microsecond bins is acceptable
Anything other than 0 (zero) in the
100-125 or higher bins indicates a
timing issue that needs to be
corrected.

A few in the 150-200 microsecond
bin is acceptable and should not
cause perceivable audio glitches
Anything other than 0 (zero) in the
200-250 or higher bins indicates a
latency issue that needs to be
corrected.

These can be used to help determine how well your system is meeting the VSC’s timing requirements. In a
system running perfectly you should see all zeros in the higher ranges. There is a processing routine in the VSC
that has to run every 125 microseconds for correct VSC operation. The lower “When” panel reports the timing
between runs of the 125 microseconds processing routine. There should not be many counts above the 125-150
microsecond bin, but any counts above 200 microseconds indicate an issue. If you are having issues with the
stream quality, check these stats for tell-tale signs of latency issues.

www.audioscience.com
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15 AVB AUDIO ROUTING IN ASICONTROL
The following section describes how AVB routing and channel mappings work in AudioScience AVB products.

15.1 AVB Routing concepts and terminology
AVB input streams (Listener streams) are shown as AVB_Stream_In # in ASIControl. AudioScience supports
streams formats of 1,2,4,8,16 and 32 channels. By default all AVB streams are set to 1 channel (mono).
AVB output streams (Talker streams) are shown as AVB_Stream_Out # in ASIControl. AudioScience supports
streams formats of 1,2,4,8,16 and 32 channels. By default all AVB streams are set to 1 channel (mono).
IEEE 1722.1(AVDECC) mappings are used to define how audio channels within a stream are routed to the
embedded mixer in the Hono AVB device. AVB_Audio_In nodes, which are all mono, are used as the mixer audio
input nodes for AVB Input Streams (Listeners) audio. AVB_Audio_Out nodes, which are all mono, are used as
the mixer audio output nodes for AVB Output Streams (Listeners) audio.
AVB_Audio_In 1

AVB_Stream_In 1
AVB_Stream_In 2

Channel
Mapping

AVB_Stream_In N

AVB_Audio_In 2

AVB_Audio_In N
Audio Mixer
AVB_Audio_Out 1

AVB_Stream_Out 1
AVB_Stream_Out 2

AVB_Stream_Out N

Channel
Mapping

AVB_Audio_Out 2

AVB_Audio_Out N

Figure 5. AVB Data flow

15.2 AVDECC configurations
Beginning with Hono AVB Endpoint firmware 1.0.0 and VSC build 4.19.30, two AVDECC configurations are
supported. The configurations can be changed by the Configuration drop down in the AudioScience Hono AVB
Controller. The first (default) configuration is labelled "Static" and consists of streams that do not have any
configurable mappings. The second configuration is labelled "Dynamic" and supports user configurable mappings
to route audio to and from the input and output streams.

15.3 Launch AVB Controller
15.3.1 Windows
To access the mappings dialog, right click on an AVB adapter in the ASIControl adapter list and select “Launch
Hono AVB Controller”.

Figure 6. Launch Hono AVB Controller in ASIControl
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This will launch a separate program that should have been installed with our driver and you will see the
“AudioScience AVB Controller” as shown below.

For information on the AudioScience Hono AVB Controller, download the datasheet from our website here:
http://www.audioscience.com/internet/products/avb/datasheet_hono_avb_controller.pdf

16 UNINSTALLING THE VSC
Uninstalling the VSC completely involves removing the following:
 The AudioScience WDM Audio Driver
 The AudioScience Hono AVB VSC
 The AudioScience Hono AVB Controller

16.1 WDM Audio Driver
1. Go to “Control Panel->Programs and Features” and find the WDM/WAVE entry. It will look similar to this:
2. Double click to uninstall it.

16.2 Hono AVB VSC
1. Reboot your system into the standard Windows boot (Non-RTX64)
2. Go to the “Control Panel->Programs and Features” and find the VSC entry. It will look something this:
3. Double click to uninstall it.

17 UPGRADING THE VSC TO A NEWER VERSION
If you need to upgrade the VSC to a newer version then use the flowing steps:
1. Reboot your system into the standard Windows boot (Non-RTX64)
2. Uninstall the WDM Audio Driver and Hono AVB VSC using the steps outlined in the “Uninstalling the
VSC” section.
3. Install the newer versions of the VSC and the WDM Combo driver following the steps in the “Installing the
AudioScience Hono VSC” and “Installing the AudioScience WDM/WAVE Audio Combo Driver” sections
above.
NOTE When upgrading to v4.21.01-02 all preset information should be removed.
www.audioscience.com
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18 USING THE VSC DIRECTLY CONNECTED TO ANOTHER DEVICE
The AudioScience Hono AVB VSC can be used directly connected to another AVB network device as well as in a
larger network environment with an AVB capable switch. While this capability is always enabled, you will need to
make some changes in our support software to take full advantage of this feature.

18.1 Options in ASIControl
The first time you run ASIControl after installing the VSC you will most likely see the following window pop up
(assuming you have an additional NIC in your system aside from the i210). You can also open this window from
within ASIControl, click the “Options” menu at the top and select “Configure Network Interface and Auto-IP
Assignment Range”.

This window handles several functions relevant to the Hono AVB VSC.
1. The “Network Adapter” section determines which available adapters ASIControl will use to communicate
with other devices on the network. In most setups you will have at least 2 options. Your standard
hardware NIC (Intel Ethernet Connection i217-LM in the example above) and the “Windows Virtual
RTX64 Ethernet Adapter” added to your system when you installed the VSC. If you select the hardware
NIC, ASIControl will show you all AVB network devices connected to the same AVB capable network as
your NIC. If you set this to the virtual device, ASIControl will only show you a device if it is directly
connected to the i210.
2. VSC DHCP Server Setting. This is only available when you select the virtual adapter and allows you to
enable and disable the DHCP function for that interface. While DHCP is not absolutely necessary to
connect streams it can be very helpful on devices that require an IP address for configuration and setup,
such as the AudioScience Hono AVB Custom and AudioScience Hono AVB Mini line of products.
(The Cobranet IP Address Assignment section is not relevant to AVB and should be disabled)

18.1.1 Using DHCP on the Hono VSC network
When using the VSC directly connected to another device it is helpful to be able to assign an IP address to the
device for configuration and setup. For example, the AudioScience Hono AVB Custom hardware device needs to
have a reachable IP address in order for ASIControl to access its various controls, such as Players, Recorders
and Volumes. ASControl includes a setting for enabling DHCP on the i210 used for the VSC.
www.audioscience.com
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To set up a fully functional network environment while using the VSC directly connected to an AudioScience Hono
AVB Custom or Hono AVB Mini, follow these steps:
1. Connect the VSC’s i210 adapter directly to the Ethernet port of the Hono AVB device using a quality
CAT5 or better network cable.
2. Open ASIControl, under the “Options” menu at the top, select “Configure Network Interface and Auto-IP
Assignment Range”. That will open the window shown above.
3. In the top section, select the “Windows Virtual RTX64 Ethernet Adapter”.
4. With that selected the “Enable DHCP Server” option will become available. Enable the DHCP server by
clicking the box and pressing OK.
5. You should see your connected unit negotiating for an IP address (indicated on front panel or LEDs).
After a few moments the address will be assigned and you should now be able to see all the controls of
the unit in ASIControl. In some cases you may need to reset the hardware for the IP address change to
work.

18.2 Options in Hono AVB Controller
If you are using the AudioScience Hono AVB Controller to connect streams between your devices, you will also
need to select the correct network adapter under File – Network Interface to see the devices. See the Hono AVB
Controller datasheet for more information.
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19 HONO AVB VSC PLUGIN EDITION
19.1 Introduction
AudioScience’s Plugin edition of the Hono AVB Virtual Sound Card (VSC) (part number ASI1118) supports user
development of custom signal processing functionality that can run within the Interval Zero RTX64 real-time
environment. Version 4.19.36 or greater of the VSC are required to utilize this feature. All RTX64 APIs are
available for the plugin to use, facilitating the development of Graphical User Interface (GUI) front-ends using
shared memory objects, if required.
All 64 input and 64 output audio channel buffers internal to the VSC are presented simultaneously to the plugin for
processing.

19.1.1 Plugin Interface

Figure 7 Plugin Interface to AVB Packet Engine
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19.2 VSC Plugin APIs
The programming interface to the VSC’s internal audio streams is via a simple library that is linked in with the
user’s RTX64 application. The library includes a function to await audio being ready to process and then returns
pointers to the audio buffers to process. As of VSC version 4.19.36, the plugin will be activated every 32 samples,
or every 0.66 milliseconds at 48 kHz. More details follow in the next section.
This section duplicates information in the PlugIn header file. It is included here for easy access.
/*
This file exposes an audio sample interface to the AudioScience AVB virtual
sound card.
© AudioScience, Inc., 2017
*/
#define AVTPPLUGIN_SUCCESS 0
#define AVTPPLUGIN_MISSING_HANDLE -1
#define AVTPPLUGIN_ABORT -2
#define AVTPPLUGIN_STOPPED -3
#define AVTPPLUGIN_TIMEOUT -4
/** Open an interface to the AVTP audio samples.
* \return Upon success returns handle, otherwise returns NULL.
*/
void *AvtpPlugIn_Open(void);
/** Returns sample count information.
*
* \param handle A handle returned from a call to AvtpPlugIn_Open().
* \param channels The number of interleaved audio channels that will be returned.
* \param sample_per_channel The number of interleaved samples per channel that
will
*
be returned per semaphore signal.
* \return AVTPPLUGIN_SUCCESS or an error code.
*/
int AvtpPlugIn_Info(void *handle, int *channels, int *samples_per_channel);
/** Starts the bolt on interface so that AvtpPlugIn_PendAudio() will work.
*
* \param handle A handle returned from a call to AvtpPlugIn_Open().
* \return AVTPPLUGIN_SUCCESS or an error code.
*/
int AvtpPlugIn_Start(void *handle);
/** A blocking call that waits for audio samples to be ready for processing.
*
* Sample counts per pend operation are channels * samples_per_channel as
* returned by a call to AvtpPlugIn_Info(). The input_samples are the input
* to the user processing, so the input_samples pointer should be used to
* read in samples for processing, while the output_samples pointer should
* be used to write the results of performed computations/signal processing.
* All samples for a specific channel are stored sequentially. Since samples
* are organized per channel, input sample 0, channel 0 is accessed as
* input_sample[0] and input sample 1, channel 0 is input_sample[1]. The first
* sample for channel 1 would be accessed as input_sample[samples_per_channel].
*
* \param handle A handle returned from a call to AvtpPlugIn_Open().
* \param input_samples A pointer to an interleaved buffer of integer samples.
* \param output_samples A pointer to an interleaved buffer of integer samples
*
that should be filled in with processing results.
* \return AVTPPLUGIN_SUCCESS or an error code.
*/
int AvtpPlugIn_PendAudio(void *handle, int **input_samples, int **output_samples);
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/** Stops the bolt on interface.
*
* \param handle A handle returned from a call to AvtpPlugIn_Open().
* \return AVTPPLUGIN_SUCCESS or an error code.
*/
int AvtpPlugIn_Stop(void *handle);
/** Close an interface to the AVTP audio samples.
*
* \param handle A handle returned from a call to AvtpPlugIn_Open().
* \return AVTPPLUGIN_SUCCESS or an error code.
*/
int AvtpPlugIn_Close(void *handle);

19.3 Example Application
AudioScience includes an example application that uses the VSC plugin interface to swap odd and even channels
of audio coming in from the VSC.
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20 AVB TROUBLESHOOTING
The following section lists some possible problem areas that should be checked before contacting AudioScience
technical support.

20.1 Switch and Network issues
20.1.1 Switch requirements
If you are experiencing connection or transmission issues the first thing to check is your network switch.
AudioScience AVB currently only supports the following switch hardware:
Extreme X430, X440 and X460 switches with AVB license installed
In addition to only supporting the models listed, you must have firmware v15.5.3.4 or greater installed in order for
your switch to communicate with AudioScience AVB products.

20.2 IP Address recovery (hardware devices)
In the event your Hono AVB hardware device is set to an IP address that is inaccessible from your current PC it is
possible to connect to the device using a self-assigned 169.xxx.xxx.xxx address. In order to be able to
communicate with the unit at this address you will need to clear the IP address on your system’s NIC and allow it
to assign itself its own 169.xxx.xxx.xxx address (this address range is the default used by TCP/IP when no DHCP
server can be found).

20.2.1 Windows
In Windows you can accomplish this with the following steps.
1. Open a Command Prompt.
2. Type “ipconfig” and press enter, this will display information for all the NICs in your system.
3. Type “ipconfig /release” and press enter, this will remove the current IP address from ALL network
devices. (If you have many devices and do not wish to remove the IP address from all of them, run
“ipconfig /?” for instructions on how to pick a specific adapter when running these commands)
4. Wait about 10 seconds or so and type “ipconfig” and press enter again. If the IP address has been
cleared and reassigned your NIC should now have an IPv4 address starting with 169.
5. Open ASIControl and check to see if the unit you need is now accessible. If it is you should see an IP
address listed for it in the 169.xxx.xxx.xxx range. You should now be able to right click the unit in the top
pane of ASIControl and select “Change IP Address…” This will open up the unit’s configuration page in a
browser (Firefox, Chrome or IE) and will display the “IPv4 Configuration” window showing the standard IP
address that is currently assigned to the unit (not the 169 address).
6. Either choose the “DHCP” option or enter a new IP address that is on the same subnet as your usual
network address and click “Apply” The unit should reset with the new IP address.
7. You can now return to the Command Prompt window and type “ipconfig /renew” and your NIC should
reset its address to an acceptable IP for your network. You can type “ipconfig” again to confirm it no
longer has a 169 address.
8. Once your IP is reset to its usual range, open ASIControl again and check that you can now see the unit
on the same network.

20.2.2 MAC
20.2.2.1 Method 1:
In order to configure a computer running OSX to connect to a local-link address follow these steps:
1. Go to “System Preferences” -> “Network”,
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2. Choose the network interface to modify (it will have a green dot indicating it is connected and in use),
then click on the “Advanced” button and then the “TCP/IP” tab.
3. Make a note of the settings currently in use then select “Manual” from the configuration mode drop down
box and fill in 169.254.1.1 as IPv4 address and 255.255.0.0 as subnet mask. Click “OK” and then “Apply”.
4. You will then need to determine what the 169.xxx.xxx.xxx address of your AVB device is. To do that you
will need to install the MAC version of ASIControl available here:
http://www.audioscience.com/internet/download/apps.htm
5. Open ASIControl and check to see if the unit you need is now accessible. If it is you should see an IP
address listed for it in the 169.xxx.xxx.xxx range. You should now be able to right click the unit in the top
pane of ASIControl and select “Change IP Address…” This will open up the unit’s configuration page in a
browser (Firefox, Chrome or IE) and will display the “IPv4 Configuration” window showing the standard IP
address that is currently assigned to the unit (not the 169 address).
6. Either choose the “DHCP” option or enter a new IP address that is on the same subnet as your usual
network address and click “Apply” The unit should reset with the new IP address.
7. In order to return to the previous configuration repeat the process in steps 1-3 above and revert the
settings to their previous values.

20.2.2.2 Method 2:
If you know the unit’s serial number you can also access it’s web browser with this method.
The OSX method uses ZeroConf/Bonjour to lookup up the device’s IP address.
Open a web browser and type asi2614-73393.local in the URL box (where 73393 would be replaced with
the serial number of the target Hono AVB device).

21 VSC OPERATION TROUBLESHOOTING
21.1.1 Installation issues
In the event you are having issues with your VSC after installation, please email us at support@audioscience.com
and include the asi_vsc_log.txt file located in the c:\program files\audioscience\vsc\rtx directory along with a
description of the issue you are having.

21.1.2 Computer name change breaks key activation
Once you have activated your VSC using the license provided to you by Audioscience you CANNOT change the
system name or subsequent attempts to activate (i.e. after an update) will produce an “In use on another system”
error. Make sure you set the final system name BEFORE you activate your VSC.

21.1.3 XEON processor issues
XEON processors may have a BIOS option to enable NUMA (Non-uniform memory access) which can cause
issues with RTX-64 startup. If you are using a XEON processor with a NUMA optimization option enabled we
recommend you disable it in your system BIOS if you are seeing unstable performance or the VSC fails to start
properly.

21.1.4 Windows virtual memory settings
Some systems have exhibited instability with the VSC and RTX-64 when Windows Virtual Memory settings are
changed from the default “Automatically manage paging file size for all drives” option. If your system is locking up
or acting unreliably we recommend you check this Windows setting under System Properties->Advanced>Performance (Settings)->Advanced->Virtual memory and recheck the automatic option if it is not enabled.
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22 APPENDIX 1 – CONFIGURING RTX64 TO OBTAIN DEBUG INFORMATION
For any VSC testing please use the following settings to capture debug data in the event of an RTSS exception:


Using Start->All Programs->Interval Zero RTX64 Runtime->Control Panel, Set RTX64 to halt the
system and dump memory in the event of an RTSS Exception

Figure 8


In Windows, configure system for a kernel memory dump (second image).

Figure 9
<end>
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